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Managing a death in super

Where reversionary pension is in place, member should not 
overlay with a binding nomination.

Upon death, benefits must be cashed as soon as practicable - 
either taking a lump sum or, if a dependant, a lump sum or a 
pension. Subject to Fund rules, one can choose at any time 
before death how the death benefits are to be dealt with - 
binding or non-binding nomination, a reversionary pension, or 
do nothing and allow trustees discretion.

If the trustee cannot find a dependant or Legal Personal 
Representative (LPR), subject to Fund rules, it may pay the benefit 
to another person on a fair and reasonable basis to those likely to 
have an interest in the payment.

*Excludes death considerations for those who die with a TRIS, TAP, or an unfunded scheme.
Important: This guide only applies to death on and after 1 July 2017. 
This information has been prepared and issued by Netwealth Investments Limited (Netwealth), ABN 85 090 569 109, AFSL 23097, ARSN 604 930 252. It contains factual information and general financial product advice only and has been prepared 
without taking into account your individual objectives, financial situation or needs. The information provided is not intended to be a substitute for professional financial product advice and you should determine its appropriateness having regard to 
your particular circumstances. Any reference to a particular investment is not a recommendation to buy, sell or hold the investment.   The relevant disclosure document should be obtained from Netwealth and considered before deciding whether 
to acquire, dispose of, or to continue to hold, an investment in any Netwealth product. While all care has been taken in the preparation of this information (using sources believed to be reliable and accurate), no person, including Netwealth, or any 
other member of the Netwealth group of companies, accepts responsibility for any loss suffered by any person arising from reliance on this information.

Is there a request
to pay a pension?

Is there a request to 
pay a pension?

Is there a Reversionary Beneficiary 
nominated?

NoIs there a wish for the pension 
to continue?

Is the nomination valid 
as at date of death?

Is the request valid as 
at date of death?

Will it be paid to a super 
dependant?

Pension continues

Pension continues within TBC

Credit to TBA 12 months 
after date of death

If member wishes to commute - 
partial or full  - at any time

Will it be paid to a super 
dependant?

New death benefit 
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pension begins

If member wishes to commute - 
partial or full  - at any time

If the dependants are children, 
are they <18 or <25 & financially 

dependent or disabled?
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Did the death* occur in accumulation
 or pension phase?

Death benefit dependant

Death benefit non-dependant

60 & above

Under age 60

Any age

60 & above

Under age 60

Tax free
component

Tax free
proportion

Age of 
deceased

Age of 
recipientRecipient

0% 0%0% 0%0% 0%

0% 0%

0%

15% 0%

MTR - 15% tax offset

30% MTR - 10% tax offset

MTR - with no tax offset

Taxable component
(taxed element)

Taxable proportion
(taxed element)

Taxable component
(untaxed element)

Taxable proportion
(untaxed element)

Lump sum tax rates (excludes Medicare levy) Pension tax rates (excludes Medicare levy)

Two 'dependant' definitions
Who can receive a benefit:
Super (SIS) dependant includes a spouse or de facto; child of any age; financial 
dependant; or a person in an interdependency relationship.
How much tax to pay:
Tax dependant includes current and former spouse or de facto; child under 18 years 
of age; financial dependant; a person in an interdependency relationship.
Interdependency relationships is where there is a close personal relationship; living 
together (unless illness separated); providing financial support; domestic support and 
personal care above that provided by friends.

If excess to Transfer Balance Cap (TBC): Amounts in excess of TBC (currently $1.6m and 
indexed from time to time) must be transferred out of retirement phase. If the 
beneficiary has own pension, it can be rolled back to accumulation or cashed as a lump 
sum, to make sufficient cap space to take the death benefit pension. If not possible or 
unable to make sufficient cap space, the death benefit pension must be commuted to a 
death benefit lump sum to the extent that it exceeds the TBC. 
Modified TBC for child pensions
If parent was not in retirement phase: the TBC = $1.6m. If more than 1 child, each child 
gets the proportionate share of the deceased super interests multiplied by the TBC. 
If parent was in retirement phase: the TBC = their portion of the deceased super 
interests that were in retirement phase that the child received as a death benefit 
pension. Excess amounts (any amounts sourced from accumulation interests) must be 
paid out as a death benefit lump sum. The modified TBC ends when either the child 
turns 25 or the capital is exhausted, which ever is earlier; or if disabled, when the capital 
is exhausted. If later the child starts their own pension, they start with a new TBC.

Pension payments
From 1 July 2017, a death benefit pension must be kept as a separate super interest. 
They cannot be combined with the members own benefit. Normal minimum and 
pro-rata pension payments need to be observed. Pension payments do not impact 
on the TBA. 

Death benefits
Death benefits can never be rolled over into accumulation, if not taken as a death 
benefit pension then must be cashed out. On being cashed out, partial or full, 
commuted amount will always be treated and taxed as a death benefit lump sum.

Child pensions  available if child less than 18 years of age; or if older than 18, financially 
dependent on the member and less than 25 years of age; or is disabled. Generally, 
unless disabled, the benefit must be cashed out of super when they turn 25 and it will 
be treated as a tax-free death lump sum.

Transfer balance account (TBA):  Net capital transferred to super pension in 
retirement phase including both member own and any death benefit pensions.

Non-reversionary pension terminates 
and a new pension must be started "as 
soon as practicable" after death with 
the usual minimum pension payment 
rules applied. No minimum payment for 
the deceased member's pension 
required in year of death.  

TBA credit  = value at pension start date 
and includes earnings up to that date.

Reversionary pension continues 
uninterrupted with the deceased 
members minimum pension payments 
to be observed for the balance 
of the financial year of death.

TBA credit  = value at death and ignores 
12 months of earnings post-death.

Will there be excess TBC 
amount in 12 months time?

Is there an excess 
TBC amount?

Pension

Death Benefit Lump Sum

Consideration
Outcome
Action required

Accumulation

Payable on the death of a member and able to be paid directly to a super dependant (by-
passes deceased's estate) OR to the legal personal representative (through deceased's 
estate) OR in combination in the above.
From 1 July 2017, anti-detriment payments are no longer payable. If the member died 
before 1 July 2017, the fund has until 30 June 2019 to pay the benefit.
Where an individual dies in the pension phase, the pension tax free earnings exemption 
continues after death until as soon as practicable to pay a lump sum.

A death benefit is always tax free to a tax dependant. Non-tax dependants will pay tax on 
the taxable component only. Where the benefit includes an insurance payment, this creates 
a taxable component (untaxed element) and will be subject to higher tax rates.
From 1 July 2017, a death benefit is always treated as a death benefit and can never become 
a member benefit (there is no longer a "prescribed period"). 
As a death benefit, it cannot be rolled over into accumulation.
However, any death benefit payment can be rolled over by an eligible person to another 
complying fund to commence a death benefit pension.  
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